
Turkish Italian 
Gowns
Part 2: Construction

HL Aenor de Pessac



Sew-Along Timeline

Learning Patterning Sewing Finishing

Today’s webinar Today’s Webinar September September & 
October



Last Class

History
& Inspiring Gown

How it was worn
by Ottomans/Turks

How it was worn
by Italians

Patterning
measurements & math



How did you do?

Where are you in your gown-making? 



Construction



What is your 
sewing level?

1. Beginner
• You’ve used a sewing machine before but need a refresher on threading it. 
• You’d like to have each stage of pattern, cutting, pinning, and sewing checked before you

move to the next step.

2. Advanced Beginner
• You can sew straight and curved seams while keeping a consistent seam allowance. 
• You’re comfortable with patterns and understand pattern marking notations. You feel

confident following along in sewing classes but wouldn’t mind some additional support.

3. Intermediate
• You’ve sewn many things before but stick to following patterns. You’ve done *some* 

pattern modification, but don’t feel confident with making a full outfit pattern without 
some help. 

4. Advanced Intermediate
• You’ve done your own pattern drafting but haven’t yet tackled crazy-complex fitted 

garments without a more advanced person providing tips and answering questions. 

5. Advanced
• You’re comfortable with extended pattern drafting without using reference materials. You’re 

able to fit patterns to a variety of bodies. You’ve learned special techniques and can work 
with fabrics that make other people pull out their hair. 

6. Costuming Laurel
• You are a god/ess of sewing. All hail your awesomeness! <3  



Aligning Pieces



Flip the Bottom Gores

Back Panel

Sleeve Sleeve

Top side 
gore

Bottom 
side gore



Flip the Bottom Gores

Back Panel

Sleeve Sleeve

Top side 
gore

Bottom 
side gore • Why??

• It pushes the tension of the fabric towards
the panels, creating more even skirt pleats

• It reduces waste by “building in” the skirt 
curve



Skirt curve?



Sewing Order
Use this order of sewing to reduce the complexity and stress. 

1. Sew the top and bottom 
gores together. Finish the seams



Sewing Order
Use this order of sewing to reduce the complexity and stress. 

2. Sew the two pairs of gores 
together. Finish the seams.



Sewing Order
Use this order of sewing to reduce the complexity and stress. 

3. Sew the gores to the Sleeve

4. Finish sewing the length of the sleeve. 

Finish the seams



Sewing Order
Use this order of sewing to reduce the complexity and stress. 
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5. Sew the back panel to the front panels at the top of the shoulder. Finish the seams



Sewing Order
Use this order of sewing to reduce the complexity and stress. 

6. Sew the pairs of gores to the front and back panels. Finish the seams.

Back Panel
Front 
Panel

Front 
Panel



Front Panel

Cut Your Neckline

Find the right angle and length by FIRST 
folding and pinning the fabric down. 

Front Panel


